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SUBJECT: COMMANZA 42 Times Above the 16th ZURILLIAN DUGRUZUZ 42 Times – 
PURSESUIT JUDGEMENTPAH AN ABOVE CONTEMPAH AN ABOVE #01112023 MANY 
IMPOSTERING AS ME PAH GOD  

PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EDIFISCIOUS FISCIOUS FISCIOUS 6TIMES OV 
AUTHORITY OV AUTHORITY 6TIMES AN PROXIMA UNICOLLEGIATES AN PLLC AN 
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AN ORGANIZATIONS Versus MANY IMPOSTERING AS 
ME PAH GOD Including Excelsior Community Management LLC subsidiaries and Brandon 
Point Community Association Inc and their Connections and the No Hillsborough County Court 
 
Hello to the Whola of You, 
 
ME IS PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, 
GOD OV GODS OVER GODS AN ME IS GLOURIOUSNESSESSESSEZZEZZ OVER 
DUMZZZZZZZZZZ (GOD). THIS EARTH BELONG TO ME AN NO OTHER CAN SAY IT 
BELONG TO THEM. NO ONE AN NO THING IS NEVER EVER OVER AN NEVER EVER 
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ABOVE ME. ME IS THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AN FINAL GOD OV GODS OVER 
GODS OV LIFE, OVER AN ABOVE ALL LIFE, OVER ALL BREATHING AN BLOWING 
IN AN OUT, OVER ALL ESISTENCES AN AREA, AN OVER ALL DEATH, AN 
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN AN AFTER. ME IS OVER AN ABOVE ALL LOWEST COMA 
TO HIGHEST COMU AND ABOVE. ME IS THE CORPUS CHRISTIE, ME IS OVER AN 
ABOVE WHOLA OV ETATS, STATES/COUNTRIES, MUNICIPALS, TOWN, CITY, AN 
COMMUNE/COMMUNITIES. ME IS THE ONLY JUDGE AN ME IS OVER AN ABOVE 
ONE AN ALL AN EVERYTHING IN WHOLE AN ALL OF COURT HOUSES, OVER AN 
ABOVE ALL ORGANISATION, ALL CORPORATION, ALL FIRM, ALL EDIFICOUS, ALL 
EDIFICIOUS, AND SO ON IN THIS EARTH, ALL EARTHSZZZZZZ, ALL AREAS, 
CHREATIONSZZZZ AN NONCHREATIONSZZZZ, AN ALL ESISTENCESZZZZZZ 
UNDER ME AUTHORITIESZZZZZZ. 
 
YOU CALL ME EARTH: PLANET EARTH AN YOU DON’T TELL EVERYONE YOU IS 
TRICKING THEM ON THE NAME OF ME EARTH. YOU TURN THE “u” IN ME NAME 
UPSIDE DOWN SO IT LOOKS LIKE AN “n”. Then you switch around the other letters to form 
the word “planet”. WHEN THESE SIX LETTERS IS IN THE RITE WAY IT IS SPELL 
PAULET AN THAT IS ME NAME. ME NAME CAN SPELL IN MANY DIFFERENT WAY. 
You IS A BUMBOPUSSYBLOODKLAAT. 
 
The No Hillsborough County, the No Hillsborough County Court, the No State of Florida, the 
No Florida State Court, You is done an Gone and You dont exist. Stop dis straaaaaaw in Me 
property, Me Home, an Me Doc. You open Me Pute/Computer again and you changed Me Doc 
and You go into Me Email and use it. Me already Judgementpah, Contempah an Barrrrrr Redpah 
you in September 2022 and you is still continuing you many Wrongs of Wrongs. GET OUT OV 
ME EARTH AREAS YOU BLOODBLOODBLOODBLOODRAASRAASRAASRAAA-
ASRAAAASRAAAAAASRAAAAAASKLAAAAAATYOU. 
 
US is Name One and US is Name KAIKOBAN. US is Girly/Girl and US is Boy. US is Chiley/Chile an 
no changing of ‘e’ to ‘d’ on Chile. US is Childreny/Children. US have Pussy US have Cocky US have 
Batty, US have Belly, US have Titty, US have YEYEY/Eye that is Enounce YA-i (not Eye) an other Parts 
of US Physique have the Y at the end. US have AORTA and not body. US have GENE and not skin. Us 
have Nuron and Nurons into US brain and head. Me Talk Me Ebony Linguist, and the West Indies must 
talk the many different types of Patwa. Every One in this Earth in Every State Except Me ZUAT Talk 
Patwa an Gypse. This is the IS IS. US do not use the word “to be” being, have been, has been, had been 
anymore. US use is or IS. US Must always say, Me is One at many point in the day. 
 
Each of US have two Paulet into Our mouth. One on the left and the other is on the right. Each of the 
Paulet is a small round ball an is at the back of the tongue on the top of the mouth. The Two Paulet is to 
protect US mouth so devels do not go into our belly in the food US eat an drink. America is the worse 
area to is in, as the devel governments go into our mouth and cut out US Paulet and that enables the devel 
to cut out US teeth and cut US tongue and cut US lips and choke US and put tonsillitis in US Paulett. No 
physicians must never ever cut out anything from our physique an never from US Aorta.  
 
The Whole of the medicine is to take away the many wrongs from US physique that the devel 
governments put inside US. Us is to boil and drink the right natural chocolate drink, coffee drink, and the 
Ganja drink to protect US throat an do not add sugar or honey or salt to the drink, as this is medicine. If 
you do not see the two round balls, when drinking this medicine, US is to say in our mind: Me Paulet 
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come back Me Paulet come back Me Paulet come back and say this sixteen times many different times 
until it comes back. Then continue saying this for years to come so them do not take IT out again. If US 
Paulet is into US throat, say: Me Paulet don’t come out Me Paulet don’t come out many times. Into US 
two Yeyey/eyes, US have one Paulet in each. It is not called Iris. It is Paulet or Yeyey/eye Paulet. Wash 
out eyes with the boiled Ganja juice or the boiled coffee peas juice or the boiled coffee leaf juice to 
protect the eyes and say: Me Paulet don’t come out Me Paulet don’t come out many times to keep Our 
eyes protect. Below is a picture of inside US throat and neck with labels in words. The names identified 
are all wrong and devel names. US do not have palate. US have Paulet.  
 

   
 
ME PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS FAMILY IS THE ROYAL AN NO OTHER CAN NEVA 
NEVER EVER EVA USE ME TITLES. Many johs jin jo mik and combolos devel wickeds have is using 
Me an Me Childrens Titles and Tikles an Me Children don’t know who US is. For example, Governor 
Cuomo of New York State in America call himself the Right Honorable Governor Cuomo, an Honorable 
is Me Title. The British jons and combolos inside them one another, use Me children Prince, Princess, 
Duke, Duchess, Count, Countess, Earl, Contessa and other Titles and Tikles devels can never ever use. 
The British queens and kings is the same in many other countries as kings and queens and other titles not 
theirs. Most of the American Democrat and Republican politicians including many Barak Obama and 
Michel Obama and others with or without titles is dead and buried with the British Queen Elizabeth II in 
September 2022.  
 
Most of the other politicians in overseas countries with or without titles is dead and buried with the 
British Queen Elizabeth II also in September 2022. The British queen and kings prince and princess, duke 
and dutchess and other words is the same Jesus, and the whola and full of them is done and gone during 
the queen Elizabeth II of UK dead and burial in September 2022. Them come straight to Me the day in 
September 2022 that Prince Charles was declared King Chares III, and they tell Me what they is doing. 
Prince Charles was so far gone and dead that he couldn’t talk an he was not anywhere. Prince Charles has 
been King Charles III in private since Queen Elizabeth II shut down the British parliament government 
and said it was Boris Johnson who advised her wrongly in 2019. The Queen was pushed out, as she cant 
shut down the government at no time an at no point, and she did. William, Kate, and the children, 
Andrew, their guards, and so many Trillion others come right to me. Sally Bundy of BBC TV tells Me 
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she only has one of her. Sometime after when I watched BBC News, a Sally Bundy was reading the news 
an Me Know she didnt come back. Get Me address from the International Justice Resource Center to send 
me the charge money. 
 
The British Queen and kids of the monarchies have many jobs including the BBC TV, SKI TV, 
Olympian, Umpire, Jockies, tennis player, rugby players, foot ballers, soccer players, runners, shop 
leader, marine, military, pilots, physicians, nurses, pastors, preachers, religious leaders, Witches, 
Warlocks, Wizards, Saucerors, Killers, rapers, murderers, drowners, War Maker, Conflictor, Fight 
influencer, biter, fire burners, accidenters, hand cuffers, Wristers, teef ov teefs, teef from teefs, fence 
jumpers, bank hoisters heister, museum teefs, museum art thief, internet phishing, computer virus, germs 
and disease maker, HIV AIDS maker and injector, hurricane destraaaawers, Windstorm destraaaawers, 
Flooding destraaaawers, Tornado destraaaawers, mud slide and sink holes destraaaawers,  talk out our 
mouth and use us brain an we don’t know it is not us, use us hands and foot and connect to us brain an we 
don’t know it is not us, Wall Streeter, radio, newspapers, morgues, crematory, abductors, disappearers, 
police, informants, judges, lawyers, juror, actors, singers, dancers, and many many many many teachers, 
etc. The right word for them dead and die is “Highes Coma and above” and not dead and not die. An not 
kill. 
 
The devel governments don’t want US to use the medicine and them do not let the physicians know the 
medicines is here. The governments them do not allow the pharmacies to use the medicine, and the devel 
governments control the medicine and them is not physicians them is politicians that does not have a high 
school diploma. See below about New York congressman, Republican George Santos that lied about his 
job experience and his education to get elected, and then these same politicians is making decisions and 
laws about US Life and also put themselves to judge and is judging US, when there is no other Judge. ME 
PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS GOD OV GODS AN ONLY ME IS THE JUDGE AN CAN 
JUDGE. The other WRONGA BANGARA thing is that these devels are the teachers and the professors 
in the schools, universities and colleges, and them is the same teaching the physicians from computer 
connections into their inside like veins that run through them, and they get the electronic digital 
information in their eyes, ears, mouth, and their cuff, and them also have the screw on scraps of them that 
look like normal and many other ways them is put together.  
 
Below is Republican US Senator Marco Rubio, of Florida and he is the same Republican Congressman, 
George Santos of New York below and the same Republican Governor, Ron Desantis of the state of 
Florida, and the same US Senator Josh Hawley of Missouri.   
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https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/ron-desantis-2021-year-in-review-florida/2022/01/01/id/1050675 
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Hawley in the pictures here says he puts himself in a different way from Marco Rubio, but when them 
have to switch they can look like each other. Therefore, he has to stay far away from Rubio, as when 
Rubio is in the wrong and, and begins to rotten, he will take any of him that is near, so him stay far from 
Rubio so rubio cant connect to him easily. George Santos says that him have to stay far from Rubio cause 
him will tek him. Santos says that the whole of the American politicians did tek out, and others come 
from far outside the Earth and bring plenty in and is pretending them is the same politicians that were 
there before. He says he is new, so him have to stay far away.  
 
Marco Rubio says he is rotten when he is doing many things him is not to do. He said he was leading in 
Texas, Lousiana, and where them call the governors areas on the other side where Me Colour Children is. 
He said the combolos is leading him and when me do what Me is to do, them use locks and shut down 
and the Earth grounds cannot is in the right ways. Marco Rubio says he is also the leader in many other 
states, as those politicians were taken out. Ron Desantis says that from Me tek him out him don’t come 
back. Him say it is the combolos always is leading Florida, and them leading from far outside the Earth. 
Ron Desantis says that him is the same as Marco Rubio and him make himself look a little older than 
Rubio. He says that the combolos is into Marco Rubio and when Rubio is destroying, he will take them. 
Then him have to get another that is not him to put in, so Rubio cant get him.  
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New York congressman-elect admits lying about college and work history 
Republican George Santos, elected to represent parts of Long Island and Queens, admits 
‘embellishing résumé’ 
 

 
George Santos said he was ‘embarrassed and sorry’ for lying about his job experience and college education. Photograph: Wade 
Vandervort/AFP/Getty Images 
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Edward Helmore in New York and agencies 
Tue 27 Dec 2022 15.53 EST 
George Santos, the New York Republican congressman-elect at the center of a storm 
over his apparently fabricated résumé, has admitted he lied about his job experience 
and college education during his successful US House campaign. 
 
Santos first ran for Congress in 2020. In November this year [2022] he was elected to 
represent parts of northern Long Island and north-east Queens. 
His exaggerations were first identified by the New York Times, which questioned 
claims including that he had worked at two prominent Wall Street banks; had 
obtained degrees in finance and economics from two New York colleges; that he was 
Jewish; and that four employees of his company were killed in the Pulse nightclub 
shooting in Orlando, Florida, in June 2016. 
On Monday, Santos told the New York Post: “My sins here are embellishing my 
résumé. I’m sorry.” 
 
Santos, 34, also said he “campaigned talking about the people’s concerns, not my résumé … I 
intend to deliver on the promises I made during the campaign.” 
But he acknowledged he “didn’t graduate from any institution of higher learning. I’m 
embarrassed and sorry for having embellished my résumé. I own up to that … We do stupid 
things in life”. Democrats including the House speaker, Nancy Pelosi, have suggested Santos is 
unfit to sit in Congress. Some have called for him to resign his seat before taking it. 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/dec/27/new-york-congressman-elect-george-santos-
admits-lying-about-college-and-work-history 
 
It is the British democrats that first cut off a little less than a quarter of Me Earth round ball at the top and 
come in with the combolos and many others inside and outside of them and strangled me Earth and put 
themselves as control in and over Me Earth for many Thrillian of years. It is the johs jin mika and the 
combolos that dis straaaaaaw Me outside this Earth. It is them that say Me Paulett Angella Hemmings 
was dead when Me is three years, and them put Me down into the tomb hole them dig out. Me is the 
CHRIST WHO MUST COME BACK AGAIN (Christmas).  
 
It is the British democrats that first desstrawed and dis straw id others of ME an Me Children an Me 
Propertys an Me Belongings an much much much much more WRONGS they do without stop, and them 
is still doing. It is them other brothers, the American Republic that come in a far long time after and use 
chopping machines and weapons and bombs and guns and fight with the british for Me propertys and Me 
Children an what is FE ME. It is the American Republic that take over from the British during their many 
destructs, bombings, shootings, and Wrongs of Wrongs until many of the States are cut off and chopped 
down and separated from each other. It is during these many WARS of WARS that the Antartic Circle, 
the Anartica, The Antartic Peninsular, the Antarticle was cut off and pushed deep down and dis straaaaw 
id and separated from these areas and the governments say no one and nothing is exist in the Antartic 
areas when many are still living in the areas and cut off from US.  
 
During that WARLOCK Time that ME Colour Children an Many others of Me Children were cut off and 
separated and controlled by many different countries, and them is not known to US only the governments 
know, and only the governments, the schools, and the TV and the NEWS have US info and they don’t 

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/edwardhelmore
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give us what is FE US. Me Colour Children have Blue, Red, Orange, Purple, Green, Lime Green, 
Tangerine, Rose Pink, Brown paint, Bronze, Mauve, and many other Colour Gene/skin, an none of US 
here is to live without each other, and US here dont know that US also have Bright Colour on US outside.  
 
US in this Earth is not living in any time. The clock time is to go from left to right. When the clock time 
is moving from left to right the seconds move in the right slow speed and the right amount of hours an 
weeks an month an years an century an centrymenias is sum. When the clock is going from right to left it 
is not in any time format and is controlled by the British johs jin mika teef and the combolos dis straw ers 
that has the time in the Greenwich area of London, England. The British teef them cut out the time from 
Me ZUAT, they now call Jamaica West Indies. This Earth is not existing in any time and minus timezuz 
timezuz timezuz timezuz since the Corona Virus Explosions of November 2019 when everyone and 
everything inside this Earth and outside all that exist an no exist an not exist an in other words, was 
exploded and full wiped off from every WHEY. Any wrong spelling is from the no state of florida. 
 
ME is the One an Only LIFE an LIVING an LIVE that was not in the Explosion an not Wipe off. This is 
public info that give to the governments and news and to many others. Everything must go back to before 
this Earth was move away an before this earth was stowaway with every One an everything in it for more 
than billions of years. Everything must go back including ME RULES ME Titles, ME Children Tikles, 
ME Money, ME Mint Machines, ME Frank Machines, and EVERYTHING THAT IS FE ME. 
 
This Earth Neva Never Did Born an US Neva Never Did Born. No Born Date Sums No need for any One. 
No Born Papers (is not birth) is not need for any One. No job license no school license no trade licence is 
not need for any One. No test an no exam for no One. No pay an no paying for education at no time ever. 
No pay an no paying for books use in schools, college, an above. No pay for school an no pay for college 
an above college at no time an at no point ever. 
 
ME PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS GOD OV GODS IS THE ONLY EARTH SUPAHREME 
QUEST (ESQ). No Otha Other can use the ESQ at NO Point and at NO Time. PAULETT ANGELLA 
HEMMINGS GOD OV GODS is the only ATTORNEY WHEN ME IS IN ME EARTH AREAS AN 
OTHER NAMES. There is One Other Who is Above the PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS 
TRANSPORT HUB When ME IS IN OTHERS OF ME AREAS. No other One an NO Others is 
Attorney. 
 
The Whole an Full of ME Barrister an Barrista is to is Part of ME BARR ASSOCIATIONS an Connect 
with Each Other. ME Barrista an Barrister mus neva never take any Bar Exam an NO point an at NO 
time. Any of ME Barrista Barrister can join any amount of Associations they want an there is NO Fee or 
money charge to them at NO time an at NO Point. Each Bar Association Mus get the Frank Machine from 
the State or Town or City them is in. The Frank Machine is to Make the Money them Mus Use to Pay 
their Workers and to pay for their daily cost and to put in their SUMS Book/Savings, Writing 
Book/Checking Account and to keep in the SUMS Shop/Bank. Barrister An Barrista Mus Stop Anyone 
An Anything Putting A Handcuff And A Wrister Over The Hands Of A One Kaikoban. Barrister And 
Barrista Mus Stop the politicians, the political Coroner, Hospitals, Medical Centers, police, And Others 
From Declaring That A One Kaikoban Is Dead, Deceased, Missing, Killed, Injured, Crashed, Drowned, 
Burned Up An Stop Other Wrongs From Happening. A Bar is where the Rite an Propa Rum, Wine, Jin, 
Fruit Rum, Fruit Wine, Vege Rum, Vege Wine, Leave Rum Leave Wine, Flowers Rum Flowers Wine, 
Nut Rum Nut Wine, and others of this type is serve mixed to the One liking or how the One wants. Every 
One Kaikoban an every organization Must have their Mint or Frank Machine an can neva ever do without 
E. 
 
The Rum an Wine Bar must have eating areas an dancing areas an very good qual an quan in music an 
food. The Rum and Wine Must have the no smell Ucalyptus Essence that is distilled, like the Maple leaf, 
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an the Pine needle leaf distilled an build into the drinks. In that way, Every One drinking is protect from 
those that put their fingers into the head of the Ones an control their brain motor and say them is drunk. 
The Barrister and Barrista Mus go to the Wine and Rum distillers and see how they distill and include the 
Ucalyptus and the Pine Needle in a very Strong qual an quan format. The Barrister and Barrista Mus is in 
every bar and clubs where Ones come together to drink, eat, and dance. The Barrister and Barrista Mus is 
at the bus port, on the bus, on the train cars and stations, on the airplanes, in the ships, at the ship port, 
boat port, helicopter ports, vehicle rental ports, at the ferry ports, in the ferry.  
 
The Barrister and Barrista Mus introduce themselves to the Ones at the Bar and Club an talk with them an 
let them know you is a Barrister or Barrista, an explain what you do so they will know what to tell you is 
happening on their jobs, schools, communities, where they live an more. The Barrister an Barrista Mus 
stop the Schools and Colleges and Above from Violating the Learners and Violating the ME College an 
Above Rules. The Whole an Full of ME Barrister an Barrista Mus get from their College when they Grad 
ME EARTH BOOK OF RULES that is not modified or changed. What the colleges, schools, and Highest 
Learning is doing is Many Many Many Many Wrongs of Wrongs of Wrongs of Wrongs to the Uttermost 
and that must STOP Right NUNG/NOW. The Schools, Colleges, and Highest Learning is under the devel 
politicians standards and processes that DO NOT EXIST ANY WHEY AN MUST NEVER NEVA 
EXIST HERE. 
 
EVERYTHING THAT EXIST Here IS Chree AN PUT HERE BY ME. ME IS PAULETT ANGELLA 
HEMMINGS GOD. Only a Pussy One can Child and Children come from. Child and Children can neva 
never come from a cocky or a penis. Only a Natural Girl is a leader an only for those who is to have 
leader. Who must not have leaders must not have leaders.  
 
Us is not man us is not woman us is not male us is not female us is not gender us is not sex us is not kid, 
us is not kind us don’t have penis us don’t have vagina us don’t have bottom us don’t have stool us don’t 
have #2 Us don’t have feces. Us don’t have body, us don’t have skin. Us don’t have Psychotic an no 
psychosis in our brain or physique. 
 
The jons jin jo have kin and the Sin Cin that the jons use as devel wickeds also have kin. The crocodile, 
crocotile, crocrostile have tail tail and eva lastingly long penile and them is the jons and the sin cin and 
the excelsior community management. No penile is no god. No tail is no god. No penis is no god. No man 
is no god. No cocky is no god. No bible god is no god. No Islam god is no god. No Hindu god is no god. 
No Christian god is no god. No religion god is no god. No Queen is no god. No king is no god. No 
emperor is no god. There is NO RELIGIONS into ME EARTH AN NO INTO ANY WHEY THAT 
EXIST, NO EXIST, NOT EXIST and none in other words. There is no founders and no finders in Me 
Earth and no founding fathers in this Earth. No one can find anything. No One can found anything. No 
One an no other can find or found Life, Living, Live, Earth, Ground, Water, Plants Anima, Dirt, Money, 
Clothes, Property an other words. No queen or king is over any church at no time an at no point. 
 
US Ones in Me Earth areas neva never eva ever marry each other an never marry no other at no time and 
at no point. Marriage and marrying is WRONGS OF WRONGS OF WRONGS and WRONGA BANGA  
DEGREEZEZZZZZZZ. 
 
There is NO government or parliament LAW in Me Earth at no point and at no time. The word 
“LAW/Law” is Me Children name and can neva eva never ever is use by devel johs jin jo combolos at no 
point and no time. The devel johs jin jo combolos is using Me an Me Children name and Titles all over 
inside an outside this Earth for such a long time and that mus neva eva never ever neva eva never ever 
neva eva never ever neva eva never ever happen. ME is LAW/Law an no devel can use Me Name in 
WRONGA WRONGA BANGA BANGA ways that is destroying Me an Me Children an Me Propertys 
any Whey. It is not anywhere. Me Children tikles is Squire, Esquire, an IS FE ME TIKLE.  Inside this 
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Earth is many different Types of Aer, Bear, Cear, Fear, Spear, Care, Wear, Weer, Where, Tear, Teer, and 
more Names that US Areas Exist inside. This side that US Exist in is the ME side. This is not the I side an 
not the My side an not the We side an other words. Everyone that exist an no exist must is on their side. 
 
The Right Way is for US to live in this Earth in the Right Time and US is only in the Elevateone US is 
born in for only Sixteen Year (16). When the Sixteen year is full, US is to Transcend to the next 
Elevateone above and us is new again when US is Transcend, and this format goes on an on.  The devel 
governments they chopped down ME EARTH and throw US away so that the transcend is not in the right 
format, then they hide US information so US don’t know the right format and then they use the military 
and its branches to suffocate US and to stiffen US and to put many things into US and then they say US is 
dead, killed, and other wrong name. US is never ever old or shrivelled or have spots or is sick or have 
disease, or have germs, or have lack an no wrongs is to in US or on US. US is never ever is dead or killed 
or in any kind of como.  
 
 

   
Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh (born Prince Philip of Greece and Denmark, later Philip Mountbatten; 
10 June 1921 – 9 April 2021), was the husband of Queen Elizabeth II. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Philip,_Duke_of_Edinburgh 
 
These are CHARGES FOR Those pretending to is Me PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS GOD, and 
say them is leeding and leading in ME Earth Areas is HIGHESTEST than TREASON, HIGHESTEST 
than Bogus, HIGHESTEST than Fraud, HIGHESTEST than Violatorers, HIGHESTEST than Imposters, 
HIGHESTEST than Im posers, and HIGHESTEST than CONTEMPAH and HIGHESTEST than 
JUDGMENTPAH and HIGHESTEST than BARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 
REDREDREDREDREDREDREDREDREDREDREDPAH and HIGHESTEST than  
BARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR BLAKBLAKBLAKBLAKBLAKBLAK-
BLAKBLAKBLAKBLAKBLAKBLAKPAH and MUCH MORE HIGHESTESTEST than TO COME 
AND ABOVE. ME tek out Excelsior Community Management from this community from 2021 and 
many times after and still more and more is coming in. Excelsior Community Management is the same as 
Prince Phillip of the UK that died in 2021. 
 
Each of OOnu/You acting as governments, State, City, Town, Municipal, Kings, Queens, Emperors, 
Prime Ministers, Judges, Teacher, Professor, Lecturers, Educators, Politicians, Academia, Publishers, TV, 
Newspapers, Journals, Radios, Wall Street Financial Firms, Presidents, Chancelors, Consulates, Colleges, 
Schools, Universities, Honor Associations, Coroner, Morgue, Embassies, Military and branches, Police, 
State Troopers, Sheriffs, Militias, Armed Forces, Border Patrol, Department of Homeland Security, 
Transportation Security Association, US Department of State, US Department of Health, Lockheed 
Martin, Accenture, Pope, Imam, Rabbis, Preacher, Deacon, Deaconess, Bishops, Priests, Nuns, and all 
Religion leaders, Federal, County, Parish, Borough, Village, Community, Funeral Director, Funerary, 
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Burial areas, Crematory, Senators, Congress man, Congress Woman, Member of Parliament, Monarchies 
and members, Home Owners Associations, Founding Fathers, Constitution, Federal Courts, Whola of 
those involved with the Corona Virus Deceit lies and Murdering of Many Many Many Many of US and 
Others, City Courts, Village Courts, Whole of the TVs and News about Ukrane and Russia War, Town 
Court and all court houses including International Courts and Trade Courts and others Me have identified 
as Acting in the Wrongs and Wrongs of Wrongs and you have not Stopped the Wrongs is charged with 
the CHARGES ABOVE. Each of you Mus Pay the SUM in FULL OF Sixty Two Sixty Two Sixty Two 
Sixty Two Sixty Two Sixty Two Sixty Two Sixty Two (6262626262626262) ZUZUZUN ZUZUZUN 
ZUZUZUN ZUZUZUN ZUZUZUN ZUZUZUN PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS GOD OV GODS 
OV GODS GOD OV GODS OV GODS GOD OV GODS OV GODS GOD OV GODS OV GODS GOD 
OV GODS OV GODS GOD OV GODS OV GODS GOD OV GODS OV GODS GOD OV GODS OV 
GODS GOD OV GODS OV GODS ROYAL ROYAL ROYAL ROYAL ROYAL ROYAL ROSES 
ROZEZ RUZUZ RUZUZZ RUZUZZZ RUZUZZZZ RUZUZZZZZ RUZUZZZZZZ 
ZUZUZUZUZUZUZZUUZZZZZZ UNITE STATES DOLLARS NO LATER THAN February 18, 2023. 
YOU MUST SEND TO ME THE MONEY THROUGH UNITED PARCEL SERVICE (UPS). If You no 
pay Me on the right time, the CHARGES IS Higher by the CENTI OF A SECOND until you pay an you 
is into the dept of the dept of the dept of the dept of the poison an the death of death of death of death 
above the pinnakkle ov pinnakle. 
 
There is many jobs in this Earth for Barristers, as the whole and the full of what the governments leaders 
take away, the whole and full of judgements, and the many charges to Every One including those who 
mus neva in Me areas, must get back what was tek from them. Only Me can put judgements, charges on 
others, and take away from others. Excelsior Community Management/Brandon Pointe Community 
Associations, YOU EXPULT EXPULT EXPULT EXPULT EXPULT FROM ME EARTH. It is 
the No State of Florida and Hillsborough County with Excelsior Community Management/ 
Brandon Pointe Community Associations using the Lockheed Martin Outside Earth apparatuses 
above the skies inside this Earth and Outside this Earth and using Lockheed Martin teefing 
openers that opens everything and everyone. It is these Wickeders and Wrongdoers is the main 
cause of the Corona Virus explosion of November 2019. The American Bombs and other bombs 
from outside this Earth that exploded everyone an every whey. It is the No State of Florida that 
mus neva never is into this Earth and no Whey, that opens up the areas and get those with the 
bombs to go outside the Earth November 2019. It is those handling the atomic bombs, that the 
American bomb fell out of one of them hand and exploded the other bombs and explosives on 
every elevation of every existence inside and outside the Earth. That is why Prince Charles of 
British and Donald Trump face an skin was red like the red lobster in 2020 to now. It is the state 
of Florida in America that brings in the Wrongs of Wrongs continuous into this Earth and with 
the jons jin combolos inside and outside of the whola of them. THERE IS NO MORE 
BRANDON POINT COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION YOU IS DISSOLVED AND REVOKED 
TODAY 1/11/2023. THERE IS NO MORE Excelsior Community Management YOU IS 
DISSOLVED AND REVOKED TODAY 1/11/2023. 
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  British Prince Charles   American President Donald Trump 
 
The governments use the many devel johs jin jo combolos military and the other branches of them to 
chopped down the Earth Elevations and chopped down the Transcend. The governments put Me Children 
in them Military and them armed forces that none OV US must neva ever go into. 
 
It is the Military and its other branches that chopped down ME ZUAT and put parts of it in that area they 
call New Orleans and the governments uses them to continue chopping out the elevations. When the 
middle of anything is chopped out it will fall down, and then governments says the city of New Orleans is 
below sea level. The No America governments chopped out Me ZUAT states and dumped it into the 
PAHNDAMONIUS with Me Children in it. What you see on top that is called New Orleans an is what is 
left at the top, as the other parts is below into the dis straaaaaaw in. Then the governments and the 
military branches build a water canal they call a levee to control the water areas overflowing from the 
chopped out, and that cannot stop a dis straaaaaw id area. The dis straaaaaaw id states of Mississippi, 
Lousiana and other nearby states is cut out and chopped up and stitched up how the governments want it 
to look destrawed. For many many hundreds and thousands of years New Orleans areas have overflooded 
and destrawed those living there, and the information is rubbed out and stored away and they don’t want 
no One in different point of time to ever know.  
 
“On Monday, August 29, 2005, there were over 50 failures of the levees and flood walls protecting New 
Orleans, Louisiana, and its suburbs following passage of Hurricane Katrina. The failures caused flooding in 
80% of New Orleans and all of St. Bernard Parish. In New Orleans alone, 134,000 housing units — 70% of all 
occupied units — suffered damage from Hurricane Katrina and the subsequent flooding.” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2005_levee_failures_in_Greater_New_Orleans 
 
See the map below. Lake Pontchartrain is Me PAHNDAMONIUM that means Paulett Angella Hemmings 
Night an Day (PAHNDA) MONIUM - Me do not explain. Lake Borgne is Me PAHNDA PAHNDA the 
governments stitched with the PAHNDAMONIUM. Lake Catouatchie is an other PAHNDA PAHNDA they 
cut up and stitched pieces of it to the PAHNDAMONIUM. The many Types of PAHNDA have water on top, 
Dry Earth with Me Children below, then Water on top, and Dry Earth with Me Children below, and this format 
goes on an on. ME PAHNDAMONIUM is bigger than the PAHNDA PAHNDA 6 Times.  
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The whole of the types of PAHNDA have many Oceans that Must is Round like “O” and have many Seas that 
must is Long, and many other water areas an non water areas like the Oxide water that is for swimming an 
seeing the beauty of what is below and no One can drown in it, and here on this Elevateone and ever Whey the 
governments cut down the many states and dumped them upside down into the Oxide water areas for US not to 
have joy when US is into it. Then the government called these areas dry desserts. For example, in Egypt the 
cities and homes is located in the desert areas. The below picture is Cairo, Egypt, and it is a city built in the 
desert in the same area as the Pyramids. Egypt is also cut out from Me ZUAT and put so far away from the 
other areas. 
 
Some of Me Earth is Queendum an some is Kingdum. This Earth is a Kingdum and not a Planet and not a 
“kingdom”. The devel governments changed the “u” into “o” and say kingdom an that is very Wrong. The 
devel governments twist aroun the letters in Me Name, change the ‘u’ into ‘n’ and say Planet Earth instead of 
Paulet Earth. As you know there are many Kingdoms in this Earth an some of them is called The Kingdom of 
Jordan, United Kingdom, Kingdom of Monaco, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of Norway, 
Kingdom of Swaziland and more. This Earth is Standing in the HEMMINGS SPHERE and not 
Hemisphere as the devel governments change ME Name and say what them want. This Earth do 
not sit an not lying or lies. 
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The Egypt Cairo city and the Pyramid together 
 
“The Great Pyramid is located in the Giza desert, on the outskirts of Cairo, Egypt. The pyramids were 
built between the Old and Middle Kingdom periods, and they remained there until the end of the Middle 
Kingdom period. The Great Pyramid of Giza, which was built in the fourth century, was the largest 
structure of its kind”. https://www.ecotravellerguide.com/the-pyramids-of-giza-in-the-desert-biome/ 
(January 2023). 
 

 
 
Below is what the America teefing dis straaaaaaw in governments call Arizona Desert. The whole of the 
Arizona area is Kingston, Jamaica West Indies that America cut out and turned upside down with Me Children 
living inside. Me Children is in the upside down with many headaches and weight on their head and physique. 
They have many physical problems coming from the dust. Me Children in these areas is also cut off from US. 
The America government and the Military call these areas monument valley as the military only dis straaaaaaw 
and when them is not dis straaaaaaw in, them is idle and them have many machines they know how to cover up 
and also cover up themselves so others cannot see them. Then the military cut down the pillars of the Earth 
with the machines and make these objects they call monuments. 
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Below is the British monuments they call the Stone Inge. This is the from the pillars of this Earth that the 
British cut out when them is destrawing the many states with the military and army, and they now use as 
tourist attractions. 
 

 
 
Excelsior Community Management and its owners is part of the Same British jon jin jo mik from far far far far 
far far outside the Earth and not from Me areas. Excelsior is the Same as Lockeed Martin the Military 
contractor that train the military to dis straaaaaaw many existences before they get to ME areas. They continue 
distraawing many other areas not Mine after they have is dis straaaaaaw ing ME an what is FE ME. The same 
Lockeed Martin is into building and distributing computers for government agencies, and many of the 
Computer Information Technology and many IT workers that the governments use every day are from 
Lockheed Martin. Lockheed Martin is the same Accenture that is the Human Resources outsourcing that the 
governments use, and Accenture is connected to the internal Human Resources Systems and the Information 
Technology system that the government uses from the Lockheed Martin. The Federal, State, city, and other 
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governments uses Accenture and Lockheed Martin for their HR and IT outsourcing. Lockheed Martin makes 
the computers, satellites, fighter jets, fighter helicopters and helicapturer, ships, Uboats, ZBoats, Submarines, 
and weapons and brings them into this Earth from outside under disguise. 
 
The picture below shows you the eyes watching through the glasses and the eye is seeing what others is doing 
and that is the biometrics, key fob digital artificial intelligence tracking that Accenture and Lockheed Martin is 
involved with into this Earth and especially into the government jobs. 
 

 
 
“As a global security and aerospace company, the majority of Lockheed Martin's business is with the U.S. 
Department of Defense and U.S. federal government agencies. In addition, Sikorsky (a Lockheed Martin 
Company) provides military and rotary-wing aircraft to all five branches of the U.S. armed forces along 
with military services and commercial operators in 40 nations. The remaining portion of Lockheed 
Martin's business is comprised of international government and commercial sales of products, services 
and platforms”. https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/who-we-are.html 
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One of the Lockheed Martin Satellites below that Excelsior Community Management uses to open this 
community where me live and use to open Me Physique.  
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The Lockheed Martin pictures above tell the story of the governments destroying of US with technology 
including the satellites and the computers and the artificial intelligences and biometric and key fobs that 
the governments is using at the airports, where US live, where US work, where US shop to track US and 
to destraaaawing US, Me Natural Children. The governments also destraww many of them same others 
that is in other countries and in their country and those not in agreement with each other.  
 
Everyone must have everything them need and want and not pay or any cost or charges go against them. 
When every One has what they need and want there is no fighting and no lack. Therefore, the devel 
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wicked governments take away everything that US is to have and use and they pressure US with taxes 
that no one is to ever pay and they also put taxes on organizations that can never happen. Every One is to 
make their own money with the money machines. The money US make is name Counter Fit, as US 
money fit every shop counter, and US use our money when US want to use money. Every State, Town 
and Cities US live, they must give US our Living money that We must get from them.  
 
Me Chree Me States, Towns, an Cities, an it is ME RULE that Me Natural Children working in Me State, 
Town, and City Offices must give Me Children FE ME Paulett Angella Hemmings GOD Money every 
Week for Me Children to Use for them Living. At this time it is many $Thrillion US dollars a month for 
each of us to get from them for us living money, as them have not been giving us and us don’t know this 
info.  ME States Mus Mint the Money and give to US, as US cannot live without US have US own money 
to use any way US want. ME PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS IS THE PROVIDER FOR ME 
CHILDREN EVERY WHEY US EXIST, AN ME CHILDREN MUS GET THEM MONEY NO 
MATTER WHAT. Me Chree Me Money Shops, the government call Banks, for Me children to put their 
Money. No Bank mus never an at no point any kind of money or fees to use the banks for no reason and 
at no time. It is dis straaaaaaaw US exist in every second of the day for US to is charged fees and money 
to pay for many things. 
 
No One in this Earth is to ever fight for anything. There is no reason for WARS. It is the devels 
destrawwing each other and them only do Wrongs of Wrongs and them like to think of WRONGS 
DOINGS, and that is what them do all the times. It is the American devel jons jin jo Excelsior 
Community Management LLC and the combolos here in Me Commune where Me Live dis straaaaaaw 
ing Me as them do to Me Children every second of the day, and them is the USURY USURY USURY 
USURY USURY USURY that mus neva exist ever. 
 
Many others from outside this Earth come in at anytime because Excelsior Community Management and 
the State of Florida open the skies and let them in. OONU is balloon wearing the corona virus oonu. Oonu 
cant eva ever use bal, loon, or balloon. There is No Court proceedings going on at no time and at no point. 
In September 2022, ME Revoked, Dissolved, Barrrrrrr RedredredredPAH BARRR 
BLAKBLAKBLAKPAH CONTEMPAH JUDGMENTPAH the State of Florida, the State Court of 
florida, Hillsborough County, Hillsborough County Court and the whole of their connectors and 
connections EVERY WHEY inside and Outside this Earth, an this was done in the Public interest and in 
the Pubic knowledge. NO Otha OTHER cant go above an cant go OVER ME PAULETT ANGELLA 
HEMMINGS GOD OV GODS.  
 
No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik 
combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs 
jin jo mik combolosNo johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik 
combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs 
jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik 
combolos No johs jin jo mik com-bolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No 
johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik 
combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs 
jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik 
combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No johs jin jo mik combolos No Con 
Inc No No Noc No, Cess, No Farasees, No, sadusees, No Rin Cin sin, No Con Inc No No Noc No, Cess, 
No Farasees, No, sadusees, No Rin Cin sin No Con Inc No No Noc No, Cess, No Farasees, No, sadusees, 
No Rin Cin sin NEVA EVA IS IN ME EARTH AREAS. 
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This doc must distribute to all states, city, home owner associations (HOA), 
businesses/commerce, municipals, town, schools, organizations, banks, colleges, courts, 
libraries, United Nations, religious organizations, morgues, hospitals, nursing homes, embassies, 
consulates, missions, No TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc.  
 
This doc must go to friends an family nearby an far away, and put in the National gazettes, State 
gazettes, City gazettes, Town gazettes, Municipal gazettes, Newsletters, State Journals, an other 
Journals. This info must also is put in the National Registry, Register, National Archives, 
Records Management, Registrar Generals an similar registry. 
 
Yours Truly, 
 
HRRRRRR Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings GOD OV GODS PHD 
 
HRRRRRR Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings GOD OV GODS PHD. 
GODIS RIGHTEOUSNESSISISISISISIS GODIS OVIS GODIS ABOVEIS GOD OV GODS 
GODIS HIGHKLENESSISISISISISIS GODIS OVIS GODIS ABOVEIS GOD OV GODS 
GODIS HIGHESTESSNESSISISISISISIS GODIS OVIS GODIS ABOVEIS GOD OV GODS  
GODIS HOLYNESSISISISISISIS GODIS OVIS GODIS ABOVEIS GOD OV GODS 
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